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noticed by myself and by Dr. v. Willemoes Suhm, there are in the Challenger collection

seven other species which have been more or less fully described by previous writers;

these are Scrolls paracloxa, Serolis schyt/ie, Seroits cout'exa, Scrolls tuberculata, Scrolls

latfrons, and Scrolls septenicarinata; some notes upon these species will be found below.

Of the remaining six species, Scrolls acutaiiguia is probably identical with sonic other

form, since Grube, who originally described it in 1871, omits all mention of it in his sub

sequently published (1875) Monograph of the genus; it is therefore useless to recapitu
late or make any comments upon his description here. I have quoted the reference to

this description in the list of papers at the beginning of this Report. Scrolls trilobi

bides is closely allied to if not actually identical with Studer's Scrolls cornuta ; the

figure of this species which is given by Eights is not very good,' and the description,
which does not entirely agree with the figure, is not quite complete enough to make it.

certain whether this is a good species or not.

Scrolls planct certainly comes very near to Scrolls con vex((, and under the description
of the latter species I have indicated the points of resemblance and difference between

the two. Scrolls gaudechauclu resembles very closely both Scrolls 2)luIlcL and Scrolls

converct, but is nevertheless an. undoubtedly distinct species; the points in which it

differs from the two latter are indicated under the description of Scrolls con ccxci. The

two remaining species, Scrolls serrel and Scrolls carinata, require a fuller description.
The former species is described by Lucas in the following terms:'-- Elle est

plus large que longue, arrondi, testacée et finement tacln5e tie points bruns. Les

six premiers segments thoraciques constituent de très grandes lames pointues falci

formes ponctuées, transparentes et non dentehes sur leur bordes comme chez Ic

Scrolls trilobitoide.. Le dernier segment abdominal, triearëné non dente1., plus large que

long arrondi et légèrement sinueux dans le milieu de son bord postrieur presente line

épine assex graude, aigue, de chaque côté de ses bords latro-postérieures. La region
buccale, les pattes ainsi c1ue tout le dessous du corps sont d'un jaune testacé. Les

antennes sont testacées maculécs tie brun." This species, which attains a length of

27 mm. and a breadth of 36 mm., was obtained by the French vessel "Magicienne" in

the Strait of Magellan. Lucas mentions that it is closely allied to Scrolls trilobitoitles,

but it seems to me, from the above quoted description, that it is probably more nearly

related to Scrolls schyt/ici.
It is to be hoped that a fuller description of this species as well as of Scrolls carinata

will be published. Scrolls carinata, which is one of the most interesting species of the

Studer (Archiuf. Naturgcsch., toe. cit., p. 21, note) refers to a supposed error on the part of Eights; the anterior
anteunte are said to be represented in Eight's figure as if they originated below instead of above the posterior antenna,
This is not, however, the case with Eight's figure, but with Andouin and Mime-Edwards's copy of the figure which 18
introduced into their Monograph of the genus (loc. cit., pl. ii. fig. 11) ; the absence of shading here does make it appear
as if the anterior antennin originated below the posterior.' Bull. Soc. Ent. Franc., sér. 5, t. vii. p. cx.lv and cxlvi.
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